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Cross currents blur economic scene
I

nformation since the first of the year indicates
the economy of the Ninth district is aff tv a strung
start in 1957. This is no particular surprise, however, in view of the economic momentum at the
year's end . Continued health in the area's ecouvrny
since the year-end is indicated by higher bank
debits, weekly earnings and department store sales
compared with a year ago . Employment and eonstruction contract awards, too, continued to xegister increases during January .
In brief, businessmen and consumers alike are
basically optimistic even though evidence is accumulating that they are becoming more cautious
in their buying.
Faxmers, particularly, have been encouraged in
recent months by the prices they have received .
Advances have been slight but the drift upwards
in farm prices during much of 1956 was a welcome change after several years of price de[;line,

while at the same time their costs stayed the same
or increased . farmers' optimism has been translated into gradually rising farm land prices
through late 19a"6. harm operators are also inclined to be more liberal in their machinery and
equipment purchases.
The recent advances in many of the district's
business indicators are nurncrous but the advance
is by no means unanimous. As usual, there are soft
spots too.
For example, residential constr~rction anal lurn-

Cont~rft5

Search far oil picks up interest
Loans swell 1955 hank revenue

7
1Q

beriug are operating below January 7.95G rates.
Unemployment claims have shown a mild increase
from a year ago . Recent declines in the stock market have caused businessmen tv ~vander if a downturn has been sigzralcd. hooking further ahead, it
is probable that an effective soil hank program in
1957, coupled with the possibility of a spreading
drouth situation, will cut down the volume of wheat
and corn production, which in turn may cut down
on farru income received.
'1he agricultural scene, particularly important to
the 1'inih district economy, is currently obscured
by extreme dryness in some areas-particularly irr
the western two-thirds of South Dakota and the
eastern part of 11+Tontana . The drouth cuxt.ailed
crop and livestock production in these areas in
1956. Unless heavy spring rains make up the deficiency, 197? crop production will be adversely
affected . At the rtroment moisture reserves tieLl up
in mountain snow in the western part of the district are below normal .
Prices at wholesale and retail continued to advance through January to new high levels . l~evcrtheless the list of things that registered increases
included fewer and £ewer items. In fact, some important commodities such as copper, steel scrap,
cotton textiles and leather registered price declines .
With wholesale prices up 4 percent and consumer prices up 3 percent from year-ago levels,
real concern has been expressed about creeping inflation . 'ihe monetary authorities have been fully
awaxe of this danger and the tight money policy
has been continued in order to counter the pcrsistent inflationary pressures.
Fven though some activity in tkre national economy may he slowing down, signs of strength continue to dominate the district economy . Personal
incomes are at a high level . There exists a strong
demand for goods and services . Skilled labor is in
short supply and prices in general, by late Febxuary, remained on the strong side.
Year-end forecasts by most business analysts
expect that increases in government expenditures
will provide a Stimulus for further expansion . 'fhc
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QISTRICT lND1CATORS SHOW MI3CED TRENDS
[Jan. 7957 percent change from year earlier}
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U. S. economy has been xunning near capacity for
some months. Under such circumstances, continued strong private demands could make for
continuation of inflationary pressures . In spite of
this, many businessmen apparently have adapted
an outlook of caution . This will help iv keep the
economy in hettex balance .
One indication of a more cautious approach by
the private sector of the economy is the record seasonal decline in business Loans at city banks for
the U. S. as a whole during the first six weeks of
1957. This decline was about twice as much as last
year for the same period. In the hiiutlr district,
business and industrial loans at city banks also
declined through Fehruaxy 13 of this year but last
year a modest advance occurred in the volume of
such loans .
It is, of course, unwise to jump tv conclusions
about the district's economic outlook fat 1957 this
early in the year. It's tvv soon yet for clear visibility. Perhaps after the xecL~rd is in far the firstquarter business indicators, the picture will begin
to take clearer shape.

The following selected topics describe particular

aspects of the district's current economic scene :

Laaws, o>EPOSITs o~wN.

SAVINGS STRING

January was the first month since illarch of last
year 'rn which loans at district rrrember banks declined. Furthermore, the decline was the largest
for a month since iflay of 1954. Of the $b2 million
net repayment of loans, $5$ million was recorded
at the city banks which reported commercial and
industrial loans down :~ l.i million . i . :nnsrrmer-type
loans were do~i~n y~21 million ; loans to hanks down
X017 million. The last category, `loans to banks,'
largely represents very short term loans which
ordinarily fluctuate widely £roux day to day . lrr
January last year the total loans o£ city banks ruse
~1 million .
City bank depnstts also registered a large decline
in January, falling by ~L'..f8 million in contrast to a
dentine of only $G2 million in ,January last year.
Borrowings by the city hanks rose X39 million for
the month. Securities held dropped X13 million .
boons and investments at the country banks fell
~4 million and $3 million respectively in Jaxruary .
Deposits at these institutiozrs were down X22 million in J anuary-oat much more than the $19
million out{law reported in January last year. The
deposit lass at country banks would have been
much greater except for an unusually large addition to time deposits. Such balances increased ~2~i
million . '1'he largest gain reported for any month
last year was 96G million and in January last year
time deposits rose but $~1 million .

abciut the same as a year ago . Such loans consist
mainly of short-term, non-real-estate leans to
farmers £nr production purposes. Although the
December volume did net increase compared with
llecernber 1955, the volume of such leans outstanding on earlier reporting periods during the year
was greater than for the comparable 1955 dates .
Tlrus, the December figures suggest the possible
leveling off of a two-year rise in such loans to
farmers at district banks. (See chart .}
The 195G rise of non-real-estate loans measured
2-3 pc;rcerat in the Dakotas and Minnesota with
an o{Tsctting 9 percent decrease in llnntana .
1,oans in Ninth district banks in Vfiseonsin were
up 4 percent from a year age .
Same li~luidation of cattle iu drouth arms of
Montana quite likely Iras a bearing on the reduntion in non-real-estate £arzrr loans in that state.
Loans secured by farm zeal estate at clistrica
member banks continued to increase during 1957,
showing a rile of G percent for the district . By
states, tlrc largest increase came in South Y}akota
with an increase: of 2'7 percent irr real estate loans.
Ii scents probable that part of this represents refinancing of short-term debt, since prop and inNON-REAL-ESTATE FARM LOANS AT
NINTH DISTRICT COUNTRY MEMBER BANKS, 1954-d

~ARMI I,GANS AT HIGH LEVEL

Farmers in the 1~inth district continued iv use
large amounts of bank credit to finance their operations during 19.iG . At district member banks
the volume of `Other Loans to Farmers' outstanding on December 33, I956 totaled X164 million,
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come results in South Dakota have been unfa~orable for the past two years. Real estate loans in
Montana and North Dakota were up 8 and I4 percent respectively, but rose only 1 percent in Minneaota .
CCC loans were down in all states compared
with a year ago, and for all member banks in the
district totaled 79 percent of the December 31,
1955 volume . 'hhis probably reflects the fact that
some banks are handling fewer CC(: loans in order
to prot"ide funds for other credit needs of their
commun iiics.
'1'he continued rise in lean volume during 1956
is related to continued investments in operating
assets and seasonal expenses on farms . Costs of
mast manufactured goads and supplies used by
farmers have continued to edge higher during the
past 12 months. The continued rise in real estate
loans is supported by apparent continued strength
of land Values throughout fhe area. Even in dry
areas where crops have been disappointing there
seems little indication that land values ha~~e been
weakened significantly by the reduced income.

UNEMPLOYMENT SLIGHTLY HIGHER

This winter the unemployment insurance claim
load in the Ninth district is larger than it was a
year ago . However, it is still at a comparatively
low figure. District employment in 195E was high,
establishing a new record, but the seasonal drop
has been larger than in the winter of 1955-5G .
1Ylrinnesatar-Claims in January 1957 were up
about 11 percent from those of a year ago. The
laying-off of building tradesmen due to the rutback in residential building contributed significantly to the rise in unemployment. The seasonal
contraction in trade and in transportation industries also has been laa~gcr than a year ago, thereby
adding to the number of unemployed.
A'orth Dakota - Nonfaxm employment established a new record in 1956 as it did in all distxica
states. But unemployment insurance claims in this
state rose materially in January . AL the beginning

of this year the number of indi~idusls filing claims
for the fast time this winter was up about vnefourth from a year ago. The seasonal decline beginning in November was somewhat more than a
year ago. This contraction teak place in nearly all
industries, but the largest drop occurred in construction when the cold weather led contractors
tv close down projects.
Although the unemployment insurance claim
load is not available for other district states, the
seasonal drop in employment points to a similar
rise in the district unemployed.
DISTRICT-WIDE, STORE 5ALES
CCIMPARE WELL WITH YEAR AGCI
District department store sales iu January receded from the llecenrbex beak. The index, seasonally adjusted, fox January was 118 percent of
the 1947-49 base period . I'or December the index
stood at I24 percent . Although department store
sales declined in January mere than seasonally,
sales, nevertheless, xeuiaiued above the year-ago
volume. On a daily average basis, sales were 2
percent higher than in January 1956. Fvr the
month, whickt had one more trading day, sales
were up 5 percent . In the first half of February
sales continued close to the January level, according to weekly reports.
Nationally, department store sales did not decline as much from the l7eeember peak. Sales in
January=, seasonally adjusted, were 126 percent of
the 1947-49 average, compared with 129 percent
for December .
Geographically, there were nn weak spots in the
district sales picture. January sales in all district
states remained above the year-ago ~plume. The
increases ranged from 3 percent in Montana to 12
percent in North Dakota .
In district department stores, sales have continued strong in soft goods. According to a breakdown of sales by departments, women's apparel
and accessories sales were strong . Hard goods, an
the other hand, were vn the weak side. Major

household appliances, radios, phonographs, television, records, etc ., were down noticeably from
the January 1956 volume .
SURVEY 5HOW5 THAT
PRICES OF H~U5E5 REMAIN FIRM
Prices of houses in the l~inth district have remained quite firm despite the sharp cutback in
home Liuilding last fall and winter. Due to a hauscing shortage, in some communities prices had been
high on existing houses in camharisnn with those
nn new ones. In the past year the prices on these
existing houses have declined. iVeverthcless, except
in those small towns where the real estate market
is almost stagnant, the prises of existing houses
are not depressed in comparison with the prices
of newly constructed houses.
Builders in a number of communities carried a
few completed houses through most of the winter,
but only in a few instances have they reduced
prices substantially in an effort to sell them. In the
greater Minneapolis area the average price paid
by home buyers was lriglier in 1956 than in the
preceding year, according to a survey recently
conducted by this bank. It does not necessarily follow that the same house sold for a higher price.
with more houses offered for sale in relation to
the demand, buyers, no doubt, are selecting more"
desirable locations or better quality houses.
In this metropolitan area the average price of
houses sold in the fourth quarter of 1956 was
$15,30 compared witlx $14,640 in thr; same period of 1955. Average prices were uh, not only in
the fnurtkx quarter but in each quarter of 1956
aver the comparable quarter of 1.955. In fact, since
the last quarter of 1954 there has been a fairly
consistent increase in average prices, quarter by
quarter, while the volume of sales remained relatively stable . Pexcentagcwise, the fourth quarter
of 1956 was up 4.3 percent over the fourth quarter
of 1.955 and up 14.2 percent over the same quarter
of 1954.
Low-priced houses (under $IA.,00Q} have risen

proportionately less than those in higher brackets.
The average ; hrir;e in the fourth quarter of last
year stood at ~11,SUU, an increase of less than 3
percent from the former year.
Fn the medium-priced bracket ( $14,000 to $24,t30U) , the average prices stood at $18,UUU and
$18,6UU respectively in the last quarters of 1955
and 1956, an increase of over 3 percent . HighAVERAGE PRICES DF EXISTING HDUSES SDLD
!N MINNEAPDLIS AND SUBURBS

1954

1956

1955

priced houses {over $24,000 rose by the largest
amount. The average prices were $29,50U and
$34,300 respectively in the above periods, an increase of 16 percent for these houses included in
the survey .
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DISTaICr Ll~~srocK NuMB~Rs
DOWN 5LIGHTLY

The number of cattle on farms and ranches of
the Ninth district was down nearly 3 percent on
]anuary I, 195?, compared with a year ago, accvrdin~; tv the USDA's annual first-vf-the-year
estimate. This was a slightly greater reduction
than tlae 2 percent estimate fox the country as a
whole. For the nation the total estinrrate of
95,Ififi,90d head is tire smallest number on farms
since 1953.
Although the 2 percent decrease far the nation
is a rather moderate reduction, increases foe the
two previous years have measured less than 1
percent per year, sv that over the past three years

Nl7M8ER DF LIVESTDCK QN [7i5TRICT FARMS

Beef cows 2 yrs . & older
Milk Cow ; 2 yrs . & older
Sf~eep end lambs

plumber an
January !, 1957

Percent of
year ago

3,260,000
2,384,400

97 fa
I00

4,657,000
99
Hogs and pigs
4, 8 55, 000
85
tar
Bata
Montana, N, Oekota, 5, i7akata, Minnesora ; source : l35DA .

the net change in cattle numbers has been very
slight, Considering the widespread drvuth conditions over mach of the Great Plains area, stability
rather than change is probably the most significant
characteristic of the trend in ca¬tfe population. In
the tkzree western states of the Ninth district cattle
numbers err. down from 4-6 percent . They are
larger by 1 percent in Minnesota compared with
a year ago . To some extent this undoubtedly reflects dry conditions in the western areas, and the
high Level of feeding in the corn belt sections of
the district,
)3eef cow numbers vn January 1 were down significantly in only one district state, South Dakota,
MOT~ITHLY REVIEW
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where the decline was $ percent. 'there were
fewer beef heifers in alt states however--b y a substantial margin of from 22 percent £ewer in Montana up to a reduction of only G percent in North
Dakota . Montana and north Dakota had fewer
steers than a year ago but there were more steers
in South Dakota and Minnesota-again reflecting
the higher numbers on feed .
llairy cow numbers in the district did not
change appreciably during 195fi for the district,
and were down just 1 percent far the nation,
Slight reductions in dairy cows in the Dakotas and
Montana were offset by about a 1 percent increase in Minnesota and, for the entire state of
Wisconsin, dairy cow numbers were also up 1
percent. A slight reduction in the number of dairy
heifers nn farms wax largely offset by an increase
in the number of dairy calves .
Hog numbers throughout the district wr:rc dawn
consistently in all the states and totaled 89 percent of a year ago . =this reflects the reduction in
fall farrowings and is in Tine with the expected
reduced marketings in the ruonths ahead.
The trends in sheep and lamb numbers illustrate
the continuing shift of sheep production toward
the farm flock type of enterprise in the more diversified farming areas. Sheep numbers were up
in 141innesvta and t1rL' llakotas by= 2-4 percentbut in Montana, numbers rvcrr. down 7 percent
from a year ago . Fvr the nation, shr'r'p numbers
continue at a relatively low level, totaling 3I million head this 7anuary compared with an average
33 million for the previous 7.[3 years.
Drvuth conditions in much of : omens and
western South llakvta undoubtedly have influenced
the distribution of cattle numbers compared with
a year ago. Some of the liquidation of cattle
numbers in these dry areas have apparently been
absorbed by farms in the eastern portion of the
district where cxop production and feed supplies
have been good.

search far oil picks up interest
ix years ago this month, the Williston basin
discovery well in North Dakota was stilt in the
drilling stage. The cI-Aain of events that ensued
gave the oil industry in the Ninth district its greatest stimulus. Realizatiozz grew quickly that a `new'
oil frontiex lay dormant beneath the uorthcrn
plains. Discoveries made baring the sumnrrer of
1951 in illontana, North Dakota, and the neighboring Canadian provinces spread and deepened
the interest. In the past six years oil output in
Montana has nearly tripled, while that in North
Dakota rose from nothing to 1~ million barrels
annually-this in spite of limited markets .
The Williston basin was hard to beat as an attention-Better in its first years . It spurred the imagination o£ many, oil industry and outsiders alike. Perhaps it was inevitable therefore that entl~usiaszu
Fired by the startling string of early successes
would he chilled when same of the hard realities
of ail explaxation began to figure in the averages .
1n fact, the infant oil development had proceeded
but a year yr two when the fast symptoms of
doubt were expressed, This question was posed to

us early : "We hear that the Williston basin isn't
banning out . . . is this true?"
The tide of pessirnisrrr seemed to swell again last
year. Humors were that some big viI companies
operating in the basin were disappointed . Same
cited the ar>rrauncements of retrenchment by a
few oil companies as evidence that the gilt was
wearing off. F'or example, Gulf Oil Corp. retrenched throughout the rocky Mountain area
late in 1956, cutting its staffs at Billings and Bismarck and reportedly attributed the move to lack
of oil finds. Closing of pure Oil Company's office
in Billings announced in January seemed tv
further bear out the trend,
As February drew tv an end, however, it was
clear that evr:nts of the past several months had
recreated some of the earlier excitemE"nt. It served
tv remind us that hunting for oil is still a gamble
-.--a few `bad hands' never establish the long-rurz
odds. Recurring pessimism is a natural result of
the statistical gamble, and is no reflection against
the favorable basin geology of the region . ?'Iae dil
rarrrl Grzs ,Taurnrad in its January 28 Annual Review
and Forecast Number made
particularly appropriate observation :
"Williston basin developments on both sides of
tire forty-ninth parallel emphasize that the region
is one of the heat undevekoped sedimentary units
in North Anrrexica in which to hunt for oil and
gas . The year's happenings proved that the ripple
o£ discouragement that filtered through the United
States side of the basin early in the year was unfounded."
With drat question treated, here's a brief account
of the current production situation . During 19~i6
some 35 million barrels of oil and '14 billion cubic
feet of gas were produced in the Ninth district
tlEis
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TWEI~fTY TOP OlL F IEI.I]5 RAI~iK1=d BY 1956 OI.fTPl11'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tioga
East Paplor
Pine Unit
Seo~er Lodge
Cut Bank
EI'.; Basin
Cabin Creek
Sumatra
Charlson
Kevin-Sunburst

4,233
3,936
3,759*
3,455
2,676
2,4a7
1,670"
1,453
1,127
T,~I8 .

11
32
33
14
15
16
17
18
19
2D

Capa
Ponders
Gisndive
Wolf Springs
Fennel
Blue Buries
Bowes
Gas Ciry
Hofflond
White Earth

p7arra

742*
68p
530
413*
37Q*
343*
339
336*
287
279

1956 production shown in thovsonds of barrels; asterisk {*} indicates rapid expansion daring 1956 .

#ram some 90 gas and oil fields. Leading ail fields
are shown in the map, where they axe numbered
according to their rank in production during the
year, Two features are waxthy of note : (l ) 'lost
production comes from a few fields, In fact, the
five largest fields account for over half the district's oil. (2] `New' areas dominate production.
Four of the top five fields are in the Williston
basin, hence less than six years nld.
Known reserves, as well, as production of crude
oil, are still a relatively smaII part of the national
picture and far smaller than The region's ultimate
potential . Growth to data has been locall}" sharp
but considerably under the rate of oil develvpmer3t
in nearby Alberta . In large part this is a matter
$
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of economics---the market iu the U. S. has not
offered much demand at this time for greatly
increased production from the Williston basin .
remote as it is from existing oil producing centers .
Pipeline construction was slow to axxive and
seems to have reached a plateau at present, Two
crude oil pipelines drawing on the Williston basin .
and others in older producing areas of Montana,
are capable of carrying a goad share of the district's present output to refineries. Yet, a few substantial further discoveries may render these outlets less than adequate and the familiar marketing
`pinch' may begin all over again .
Meanwhile the search goes on, though in terms
of numbers of exploration crews or drilling rids.

activity is still below that of the 1952-3 period .
Some recent tests have drawn more than usual'
interest, and some of these have sparked new
hopes for development possibilities during the
coming year. To round out our picture of the ail
situation in the district, we'll describe some of the
current higlx spots.
Focus an new discoveries
sate in 1956 Amerada Petroleum Corp. brought
in a well near Dutlvak in Sheridan county, Montana [A on the map} that had three good reasons
for being in the news : its first tests indicated a
flow rate of better than 2,700 barrels a day ; it is
distant from established ail `trends' ; and it drarvs
its oil from a .5ilurian reef horizon which is not a
standard producer as yet elsewhere in the basin
[the higher Madison formations are the dominant
producers} . Another discovery, by lwrthern Pump
Company in Billings county, North Dakota, [ B
on the map} was unique in the basin for its large
flaw Exam the Heath sandstone horizons. Together
with Amerada's Dutlovk well, 175 males away.
the Heath discovery draws attention to possibilities in a vast area between the two big anticlines
along which most known oil fields are strung.
Heavy leasing has developed in this central area.
The big `break' vn the eastern rim of the Williston basin still eludes the drillers, though rapid
development in southeast Saskatchewan this past
year adds further encouragement. The object of
the seare;h, somewhat simplified, is to find the
belt along which Mississippian-age rocks, sv productive tv the west, disappear in a thinning underground wedge. Along this trend-with a little bit
of luck-----economic accumulations of oil may await
the driller. Some discoveries have been made in
the $ottineau county axes in North Dakota (C
on the map} but the `big' strike that would presumably set off a first class scramble has not yet
occurred . Reason for the special interest in this
area is economic. The favorable formations are
less than half as deep as in western North Dakota,

so drilling costs would be correspondingly less.
$etween the arbitrarily-defined western rim of
the Williston basin and the Rocky Mountains, lie
other localities of interest. At the foot of Chief
Mountain near the east edge of Glacier National
Park { D on the map) a well is now being drilled
jointly by Gulf and Pan American oil companies.
It may he the most expensive well ever drilled in
Montana, likely to cost in excess of a million dollars, but the stakes are equally high. Less than 20
miles away, under geologically identical conditions
of the so-called `disturbed belt' east of the Rocky
Mountains, ties the Pincher Creek gas field of
Alberta-perhaps the largest field of its kind in
the world. As This test reaches its 13,000 foot
destination sometime next summer, a great deal
of attention will be focussed on it.
New possibilities along the Sweetgrass arch
{; E on the map } have been opened in the past few
years as `basal lffadison' discoveries suggest a new
dimensinn for such veteran producers situated
along the arch as Cut $aiik, Ponders and KevinSunburst oil fields, producing now from formations at the top of the ll~ladison.
Finally, in central Montana {the Musselshell
county area in particular ; F on the map} several
promising discoveries have been made. The Wolf
Springs field, discovered in 1955, sported several
new wells this past year, each producing from 304
to 800 barrels of oil per day. Successes in this area
are felt tv be a significant indicator of possibilities
elsewhere in central lflontana.
In summary, the localities we've mentioned are
among those receiving special attention at the
present time. They should lrrovide a setting in
which a number o£ the impoxtant discoveries of
the coming year may be made. The outlook far
I957 in the district is for at least a slight incxease
in exploration activity, some further ail fends, and,
oh yes, a sprinkling of pessimism and optimism.
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Loans swell bank revenue in 195f~
L/,Lernber harFk incurue accounts last year
primarily reflected a substantial denrand inr loans
of all types. Uf the $1$ million additional revenue
at district member hanks $l~f million represented
increased revenue from loans .
Loans increased at member banks in every district state yr part state . Gains ranged from 2.4
percent in Sou[h Dakota to 13 .5 percent irr Michigan. During the year 1956, loans and investments
averaged $1,823 million and $1.,692 nrrillion respectively at all district member banks . Trr the
previous year loans and investments averaged
$1,621 million and $1,856 million respectively .
Thus, in 1956 for the fast time in many years,
the value of loans exceeded the value of investment securities at our member banks.
In every year for the past decade not only have
Ioans grown but every rnajor category of bank
loans has shared the growth . Leans secured by
real estate scored the largest gain in the postwar
decade--up $436 million. Business-type loans,
officially labeled `commercial and industrial,' rose
$362 million in the same period . Consumer Ioans
and production-type loans to farmers were up by
$336 million and $113 million respectively in tire
lU-year period .
Hlortguges lead credit growth

The impressive expansion of real estate credit
was, of course, fostered by government insurance
and guarantees of home mortgages . At the end of
1956 over half the real estate loans on the books
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of district member hanks were insured or guaranteed. Loans with this feature are not strictly comparable to nthcx types of hank loans or, ing to the
reduced risk entailed . The loxver risk factor in
turn has induced hanks to acquire governmentunderw ritten mortgage Ioans in spite of the £act
that they yield less than most other kincls of hank
Ioans.
The chart indicates that leans secured by real
estate rose less rapidly in 1956 than in previous
years . Tn part, this reduction of the growth rate
re#iected the fact that yields nn otlrer loans and
investments were rising while yields an insured
and guaranteed mortgages remained unchanged at
the fixed legal maximum . Hence, lenders found
such mortgages becoming less attractive relative
to other uses far funds .
hilhile tlrt~ increase in all kinds of mortgages
helrl was ~Gl4 million in 1955. it was dv~rrr to $46
million irr 1.956. Furthermore, tvhiie $t l million
of insured or guaranteed mortgages were added
in 1955, only X11 million of such mortgages were
added in 196 . These figures indicate that lxrortgage loans without a fixed yield were added
more rapidly irr 1956 than in 1955 while loans
of fixed yield were added less rapidly .
The rate of increase ire cvrrirrierc:ial and industrial loans was also reduced in 1956. 'these Ioans
rose $116 million in 1955 and $5~i million in 19SG.
Since the proceeds of commercial and industrial
loans are often used to finance the purchase of
inventories, loan figures may have reflected a lowered rate of inventory accumulation irr 1956.

Farm Ivans unchanged

Production loans to farmers, which increased
X23 million in 1955, were unchanged in 1956.
Loans secured by farm real estate are included
in the real estate loan total mentioned previously.
Farm real estate loans went up $2 million in 1955
and X1.5 mi~livn in 7.9.i6. Loans to farmers .
guaranteed by the Carnrrrodity Credit Corporation,
which are eat included in either the farm real
estate or farm production loans mentioned above,
#ell S32 million in 1955 and X15 million in 1956.
The only major category of loans which registered a larger gain in 195G than in 1955 was the
consumer type. Although the auto component of
consumer loans displayed a lesser growth rate
in 195G- the inrrcase of other retail instalment
paper at district member banks was greater in
1950 than in 1955.
Earnings helped by Ioan growth

The postwar loan expansion xt district banks
{and at banks in the rest of the country} has been
financed in large part by the liquidation of securities, particularly Treasury obligations . The rernoval of government se".ourities from bank port-
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folios has narrowed the range of alternatives availabl~ to banks in need of cash, Thus, the importance c!f borrowing by banks has been growing,
In none of the years since the early 1930's lrsvc
borrowings of member banks, from this bank. for
example, been as large as in 1955 yr 7.95(. 'Vot
since 1932 have losers represented such a large
proportion of district member bank deposits as at
the end of 1956. The ratio of loans to deposits is
one popular indicator of bank liquidity . This ratio
lias risen in every nee of the postwar years as
liquidity deteriorated .
Principally in response tv the substitution of
loans far investment securities, the gross receipts
of our member banks lravc climbed in every one
of the postwar years . Tire av[~rage yield on loans
held by the member banks is well aver twice the
yield earned on investments .
Another factor operating tv lift gross receipts
has been a rising level of interest rates in general.
1leflecting this were receipts from loans, up 17
percent last year while average loans held were
up only .12.5 percent . And income from securities
was up slightly-despite a reduction from the
previous year in the average amount held .
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l . Pipeline rapacity from east Montana increased

Butte Pipe Line Ca. has expanded thr, capacity
of its eastern Montana pipeline from 37,000 to
49,000 barrels per day by installation of additional pumping facilities. The $1$ million, 1G-inch
line, engineered for an ultimate capacity of about
94,000 barrels a day, carries crude oil southward
about 450 miles to link with pipelines in Wyoming which move oil into fhe Chicago and Wood
River refining area.

2. S. ~, mica mine bougftt by 3 M

Minnesota iVlinang & Manufacturing Co ., St .
Paul is taking up its options for the purchase of a
mica none near Ouster, South Dakota to give the
firm its first domestic source of mica. Large znir;a
flakes occur in many coarse-grained pegmatite
veins in the $lack Hills, some large enough to go
into the more valuable electrical applications .
The `Old Mike' mine has been operated intermittently since 1880. facilities now present orx the
S00-acre mine site are a crushing-scr[:f :ning plant
and auxiliary buildings.

3, pistrict A-power plant set far 19b2

Northern States lower Co. is plauuixzg a ~2025 million atomic power plant to be completed
by 1962 in the border area of southern MinneMoh1Tt{LY REVIEW
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sofa or South Dakota . Utlxer xnidwest utilities will
cooperate in the finaxicing anal lrlanning but the
plant will be owned and operated by NSf.
Construction of the $0,404-kilowatt utility as
predicated on approval by the Atomic Energy
Commission . Such approval would probably give
the Ninth district its second reactor plant, the
proposed Elk River, Minnesota plant having been
approved Iast year.

4. dry ice plant in ~. C. urea

Pine Bend, IVIinneavta has beexx chosen as the
site for a X1.1 million carbon dioxide and dry ace
plant by Liquid Carbonic Corp, of Chicago. Construction will begin this summer. 'The new facility,
scheduled to be in production by the spring of
1958, will triple the concern's Twin Cities
capacity. The site adj pins a reTxncry.

5. Iron range firm increases ore prices

Cleveland-Olio's Iron Co. has sold substarxtial
tonnages of iron ore for delivery in 1957 at a
price boost of GO cents a ton, which brings the
price of Mesabi non-Bessmer-grade are to $11 .4a
a ton for ores of 51.54 percent iron content, dcliverrd at Iawer lake parts.
The price boost is expected to set a pattern far
the iron are mining industry.

